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 Edge-disjoint Placement of Three Trees
 M ARYVONNE M AHEO , J EAN -F RANC ¸  OIS S ACLE ´   AND M ARIUSZ W OZ ´  NIAK
 We present complete results concerning edge-disjoint placement of three trees of order  n
 into the complete graph  k n .
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 1 .  B ASIC D EFINITIONS  AND R ESULTS
 We shall use standard graph theory notation . A finite , undirected graph  G  consists of
 a vertex set  V  ( G ) and an edge set  E ( G ) .  All graphs will be assumed to have neither
 loops nor multiple edges . For graphs  G  and  H ,  we denote by  G  <  H  the vertex disjoint
 union of graphs  G  and  H  and  kG  stands for vertex disjoint union of  k  copies of  G .
 Suppose that  G 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  G k  are graphs of order  n .  We say that there is a  packing  of
 G 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  G k  (into the complete graph  K n ) if there exist injections  s i  :  V  ( G i )  5  V  ( K n ) ,
 i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ,  such that  s i *( E ( G i )  >  s j *( E ( G j ))  5  [  for  i  ?  j ,  where the map
 s i * :  E ( G i )  5  E ( K n )  is the one induced by  s i  .  From now on , we shall denote by  packing
 the coupling of functions ( s  :  !  C ( G i )  5  V  ( K n ) ,  s  * :  !  E ( G i )  5  E ( K n )) induced by the
 s i  and  s i * ,  and for the sake of brevity , we shall denote the couple by its first element  s .
 We shall also use the notation  s  ( G i ) instead of ( s  ( V  ( G i )) ,  s  *( E ( G i )) .
 A packing of  k  copies of a graph  G  will be called a  k - placement  of  G .  A packing of
 two copies of  G  (i . e . a 2-placement) is an  embedding  of  G  (in its complement  G #  ) .  So ,
 an embedding of a graph  G  is a permutation  s  on  V  ( G ) such that if an edge  xy  belongs
 to  E ( G ) then  s  ( x ) s  (  y ) does not belong to  E ( G ) .
 The main references for the paper and for other packing problems are the last
 chapter of Bollobas’s book [1] , Chapter 4 of Yap’s book [11] and the survey paper [12] .
 We shall need some additional definitions in order to formulate the results . Recall
 that  S n  denotes the star on  n  vertices . Let  S 9 n  be the graph obtained by subdividing one
 of the edges of  S n 2 1 .  By analogy , denote by  S 0 n  the tree obtained by replacing one of
 the edges of  S n 2 2 by the path of length 3 .
 In a tree  T  a vertex of degree 1 will be called an  end  y  ertex ,  a  pendent  y  ertex  or a
 leaf .  An edge incident with an end vertex is an  end edge  or a  pendant edge .
 The number of independent end edges in a tree plays important role in packing
 problems . Each non-star tree has at least two independent end edges .
 The following theorem was proved in [2] .
 T HEOREM 1 .  Let G  5  ( V ,  E )  be a graph of order n . If  u E ( G ) u  <  n  2  2 , then G can be
 embedded in its complement .
 This result has been improved in many ways . Let us mention just two of these
 improvements . The first one was proved in [7] .
 T HEOREM 2 .  Let G and H be two graphs of order n . If  u E ( G ) u  <  n  2  2  and
 u E ( H ) u  <  n  2  2 , then G and H are packable .
 Another possibility for improvement of Theorem 1 is the following theorem , proved
 first in [10] .
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 T HEOREM 3 .  Let G  5  ( V ,  E )  be a graph of order n , G  ?  K 3  <  2 K 1  and G  ?  K 4  <
 4 K 1  . If  u E ( G ) u  <  n  2  2  then there exists a  3- placement of G .
 In this paper we shall consider the problem of the packing of trees .
 The example of the star  S n  shows that Theorem 1 cannot be improved by raising the
 size of  G  even in the case in which  G  is a tree . However , in this case we have the
 following theorem .
 T HEOREM 4 .  Let T be a tree of order n , T  ?  S n . Then T is contained in its own
 complement .
 Theorem 4 was first proved by Straight (unpublished , cf . [3]) . It is improved by the
 following (cf . [3]) .
 T HEOREM 5 .  Any two trees of order n , neither of which is a star , can be packed into
 K n .
 Now observe that if there is a 3-placement of  T  in  K n  then we obviously have
 3( n  2  1)  <  ( n 2 )  which implies  n  >  6 .  Moreover , since the vertex  y  P  V  ( T  ) such that
 d ( y  )  5  D ( T  )  must be placed with two other vertices with degrees at least one , we must
 assume that  D ( T  )  <  n  2  3 .
 However , these evidently necessary conditions are not suf ficient , as is shown by the
 example of  S 0 6 .  This fact was first observed by Huang and Rosa in [5] .
 Wang and Sauer [8] proved the following .
 T HEOREM 6 .  Let T be a tree of order n ,  n  >  6 , T  ?  S n  , T  ?  S 9 n and T  ?  S 0 6 . Then there
 exists a  3- placement of T .
 Now consider the problem of packing of three trees . Hobbs , Bourgeois and Kasiraj
 [4] proved the following .
 T HEOREM 7 .  Trees T 1  , T 2  and T 3  of orders n 1  ,  n 2  ,  n 3  5  n , respecti y  ely , can be
 packed into K n .
 Another result has been obtained in [9] .
 T HEOREM 8 .  Let T 1  , T 2  and T 3  be three trees of order n  2  1 . Then there is a packing
 of T 1  , T 2  and T 3  into K n .
 The main theorem of this paper will give all the triples of trees of order  n  for which
 there is a packing into  K n .  We need some additional terminology , given in the next
 section , in order to formulate the exceptions to this theorem .
 2 .  A DDITIONAL T ERMINOLOGY
 The possibility of packing three general trees of order  n  implies , as well as in the
 isomorphic case , that  n  is at least 6 . The proof of the main theorem will be by induction
 on the order  n  of the trees , beginning with  n  5  6 .  In the general case , we have to add
 three additional vertices to a packable triple of trees of order  n  2  3 , but there are two
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 ways of binding additional edges to them . We first explain some useful notations and
 describe these two ways of extending the trees of the triple .
 If a leaf is adjacent to a vertex of a tree , we shall call it an  end - neighbor  (in short ,
 e .n . )  of this vertex .
 Suppose that one can obtain a tree  T  of order  n  from a tree  U  of order  n  2  3 by
 binding to it three pendant independent edges ; that is , three additional edges incident
 to three distinct vertices of  U .  Then we will say that  T  is a  Ξ - extension  of  U .  We call it a
 strict  Ξ -extension of  U  if it is not a  Ξ -extension of a tree non-isomorphic to  U .
 We shall study particularly the  star - path  – star  trees ; that is , the trees obtained from a
 path  a 0 a 1  ?  ?  ?  a r  , r  >  1 by adding  q  >  1 edges  a r  y i  ,  1  <  i  <  q  incident to one extremity of
 the path , and  p  >  max h q ,  2 j  other independent edges  a 0 z j  ,  1  <  j  <  p  incident to the
 other extremity (with , obviously ,  p  1  q  1  r  5  n  2  1) .  We use for such a tree if  q  >  2 the
 notation  S r n (  p ,  q ) ,  omitting the parameters  p  and  q  in the cases  n  5  6 ,  7 where there is
 only one possibility (so  S 1 6  5  S
 1
 6 (2 ,  2) and  S
 1
 7 (3 ,  2)) .  In the case in which  q  5  1 this tree
 may be called also a  comet  and we shall denote it by  S ( r ) n   (and especially  S 9 n  for  r  5  1 , S 0 n
 for  r  5  2 and  S - n  for  r  5  3) .  The vertices  a 0 and  a r  will be called the  centers  of the
 star – path – star ,  a 0 being the  great  center and  a r  the  small  one . In the case of a comet ,
 we oftenly shall say  the center  for the vertex  a 0 exclusively but , for the sake of
 generalization , it will remain possible to say that  a r  is the other center (note that its
 end-neighbor is the ef fective extremity of the path of the comet) . Observe that  S - 6 is
 simply the path of order 6 . We cannot obtain a star – path – star by  Ξ -extension , but if
 the length of the path is at least 4 , one may use the second type of extension : namely ,
 take a  S r n 2 3 (  p  2  1 ,  q ) (or a  S
 r
 n 2 3 (  p ,  q  2  1) if we have  p  5  q ) .  Then replace the edge of
 the path incident to one center (in general , that of minimum degree) by a path of
 length 3 passing through two additional vertices , and add another edge joining a third
 additional vertex to the other center : in this way , we obtain a  S r 1 2 n  (  p ,  q ) .  We say that
 this new tree is a  P - extension  of the former one . We require , in a  P -extension , that the
 additional path and edge be joined to three distinct vertices of the basic tree .
 The trees which are strict  Ξ -extensions of forbidden ones , namely of the star  S n 2 3 or
 the comet  S 9 n 2 3 ,  require a special study . There are five sorts of such trees for  n  general ,
 and one additional for the case  n  5  9 .  These trees , denoted  Sp i ,  1  <  i  <  6 ,  are depicted
 in Figure 1 .
 3 .  M AIN T HEOREM
 3 . 1 .  Formulation
 T HEOREM 9 .  If n is an integer with n  >  6 , then one can pack any triple of trees
 7  5  ( T 1  ,  T 2  ,  T 3 ) of order n and maximal degree at most n  2  3  into K n  , except for the
 triples obtained by permutations from the following ones  ( in which a , b , p , q are
 arbitrary integers ) :
 (i)  for any n the triples  ( S 0 n  ,  S
 1
 n ( a ,  b ) ,  T n ) , where T n is one of the trees S
 1
 n (  p ,  q ) , S
 2
 n (  p ,  q ) ,
 S 3 n (  p ,  q ) , S 0 n  , S - n ;
 (ii)  for any odd n  5  2 p  1  3 , the triple  ( S 0 n  ,  S
 2
 n (  p ,  p ) ,  S
 2
 n (  p ,  p )) ;
 (iii)  in addition , for n  5  6 , the triples  ( S 0 6  ,  S 0 6  ,  S 0 6 ) ,  ( P 6  ,  Sp
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ) ,  ( P 6  ,  S
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ) ,
 ( Sp 1 6 ,  Sp
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ) and  ( Sp
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ) .
 (iv)  in addition , for n  5  7 , the triple  ( Sp  5 7 ,  s
 1
 7 ,  S
 1
 7 ) .
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 F IGURE 1 .  The six special graphs  Sp .
 3 . 2 .  Sketch of the proof
 Let us start by defining as  UP ( n ) the family of trees involved in the general
 exceptions ; that is ,  UP ( n )  5  h S 1 n (  p ,  q ) ,  S 2 n (  p ,  q ) ,  S 3 n (  p ,  q ) ,  S 0 n  ,  S - n j .  Note that this is just
 the set of star – path – star which are not  P -extensions of other ones . After explaining
 the exceptions of the theorem , the first part of our proof solves by induction the
 problem of packing three  Ξ - or  P -extensions of non-forbidden trees . Next we shall
 extend the result to the triples involving one to three trees of the family  UP 9 ( n )  5
 UP ( n ) \ h S 0 n j .  Then we shall study the packings including members of the family  Sp  with
 the precedent , or of three  Sp ’s together . Finally , we study the possible packings
 involving one or two copies of  S 0 n  (three copies are packable for  n  >  7 according to
 Theorem 6) , which will conclude the proof of our theorem . In all of the following
 study , we shall implicitly suppose that the hypothesis on the maximum degree is
 verified , and we will not repeat this hypothesis in the following theorems , propositions
 of lemmas . Many details of the proof , which are not essential for the general idea , are
 omitted in this paper . They may be found in the technical report [6] .
 Let us inspect the general exceptions . In the packing of a comet  S 0 n  with any two
 trees , the center  u  of  S 0 n  must be packed with a leaf of each other tree . Furthermore ,
 there are only two vertices  x  and  y  non-adjacent to this center in  S 0 n  and these two
 vertices are adjacent to one another . Hence in the packing of  T 1  5  S 0 n  , T 2  5  S 1 n (  p ,  q ) and
 another tree  T 3  ,  one center of the double star  T 2 must be packed on  x  or  y ,  say for
 instance on  x ,  and the other on a leaf  z  of  T 1 .  This implies that the edges  ux ,  xz  and  zy
 belong to  T 2  ,  and  uy  must be an edge of the third tree  T 3 (see Figure 2) ,  u  being a leaf
y v'
z
v
u
x
edges of S"
edges of S1
edges of T:
n
n
 F IGURE 2 .  Packing of  S 0 n  , S
 1
 n  with a tree  T .
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 of this tree . Since any vertex  y   distinct from the vertices  u , x , y  and  z  is adjacent either
 to  x  or to  z  in  T 2  ,  and  yx  and  yz  are edges of  T 1 and  T 2  , T 3 must have at least three
 independent edges ; namely ,  uy ,  one edge incident to  x  and one edge incident to  z ,  say
 y  x  and  y  9 z  (thus  T 3 is not  S
 1
 n (  p ,  q ) , S
 2
 n (  p ,  q ) or  S 0 n  and  y  z  and  y  9 x  are edges of  T 2 ) .  In
 the remaining cases , one of these two latter edges belongs to the path of  T 3  .  Only one
 of its extremities , namely  y   or  y  9 ,  may be adjacent to one extremity (  y  and  y   or  y  9 ) of
 the two other edges ; but since it is an edge of the path , it may not be adjacent to both
 of them . So this edge must be at distance at least 3 from one of the others . This shows
 that  T 3 cannot be a member of the family  UP ( n ) .
 As regards the exception that is special to odd values of  n ,  if we pack together by a
 packing  s  two copies  T 1  , T 2 of  S
 2
 n (  p ,  p ) with a third tree into  K n  ,  we must pack the two
 centers of each of them on two leaves which are e . n . ’s of distinct centers of the other ,
 since the two centers of  S 2 constitute a dominating set in  S 2 n .  Therefore , any vertex of
 K n  which may be the location for the center of  S 0 n  ,  i . e . on which is packed an e . n . of
 each  S 2 ,  is adjacent by edges of  E 1 , 2  5  s  ( T 1 )  <  s  ( T 2 ) to one center of each  T i  and the
 edge between them is already in  E 1 , 2 .  Thus  S 0 n  is not packable with these two trees .
 As for the case  n  5  6 ,  we remark that the impossibility of packing three copies of  S 0 6
 was shown in [8] . Next we note that a vertex of degree 3 must be packed with a leaf of
 each other tree , which explains the impossibility of packing a path , having only two
 leaves , with two trees together , involving at least three vertices of degree 3 . The same
 argument proves that the triple ( Sp 1 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ,  S
 1
 6 ) is unpackable .
 The two last exceptions of order 6 or 7 may be established by simple inspection : this
 is left to the reader .
 3 . 3 .  The lowest  y  alues of n
 (i)  Case  n  5  6 .  We show all the packable triples in Figure 3 .
 (ii)  Cases  n  5  7 and  n  5  8 .  The possibility of packing the non-exceptional triples may
 be set up by use of a program such as the one given in [6] .
 4 .  P ACKING T HREE  Ξ -E XTENSIONS
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  Let n  >  9 . Suppose that , for i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 , the trees T i of order n are
 Ξ - extensions of three trees U i of order n  2  3 , and suppose that the theorem is true up to
 order n  2  3 . Then one may pack T 1  , T 2  and T 3  in K n .
 P ROOF .  Let us call  nodes  and denote as  a i  , b i  , c i  the three vertices of  U i  incident to
 the additional edges , and  s  a packing of these three trees in  K n 2 3 .  We put
 A i  5  s  ( h a i  ,  b i  ,  c i j ) .  We name  x , y , z  as three additional vertices and we must join these
 vertices by distinct independent edges to each of the  A i .  Without loss of generality , we
 may suppose that the extension of  s  ( U 1 ) is obtained by adding the edges  s  ( a 1 ) x ,
 s  ( b 1 ) y  and  s  ( c 1 ) z .
 1 .  Suppose first that the  U i  are a packable triple . Consider the ‘worst’ case , in which
 the three sets  A i  coincide . Then the possibility of extending the definition of the
 packing follows from the fact that three matchings pack into the complete bipartite
 graph  K 3 , 3 with color classes  A  and  h x ,  y ,  z j .  The other cases are left to the reader .
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1
 F IGURE 3 .  Packing the triples of order 6 .
 2 .  Now suppose that the  U i  form an unpackable triple . We shall use a  quasi - packing
 s  of  U 9 1  5  U 1 minus one edge incident to a leaf-node (say  a 1 ) ,  together with the trees  U 2
 and  U 3 .  Let us call  a 1 r 1 the erased edge in  U 1  .  We will show that such a quasi-packing is
 always possible under the condition that no node of  U 3 is packed with  s  ( r 1 ) .  This
 condition will allow us to recover the lacking edge  s  ( a 1 ) s  ( r 1 ) in the extension , by
 adding to  s  ( U 9 1 ) the edges  s  ( a 1 ) x  and  x s  ( r 1 ) .
 Let us begin the proof with this latter assertion : let  h a i  ,  b i  ,  c i j  be the set of nodes in
 U i  ,  and  A i  5  s  h a i  ,  b i  ,  c i j .  From part 1 , we know that there exists an extension of the
 packing  s  ( U 9 1 )  <  s  ( U 2 )  <  s  ( U 3 ) and we may call  s  ( a 1 ) ,  s  ( b 2 ) and  s  ( c 3 ) the neighbors
 of  x ,  s  ( b 1 ) ,  s  ( c 2 ) and  s  ( a 3 ) those of  y ,  and  s  ( c 1 ) ,  s  ( a 2 ) and  s  ( b 3 ) those of  z .
 As in part 1 , we can say that the ‘worst’ case is when  s  ( r 1 )  P  A 1  >  A 2 ; say ,  r 1  5  b 1  ,
 s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) .  If we cannot permute  s  ( b 2 ) x  and  s  ( a 2 ) z ,  then  s  ( a 2 ) equals  s  ( a 1 ) or
 s  ( c 3 ) .
 Suppose that we have  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 1 ) .  If we cannot modify the extension by the edges
 s  ( a 2 ) y ,  s  ( b 2 ) z ,  s  ( c 2 ) x ,  s  ( a 3 ) y  and  s  ( c 3 ) x ,  we must have  s  ( a 3 )  5  s  ( a 1 ) .  In this case ,
 we can modify the extension by using the edges  s  ( a 2 ) y ,  s  ( b 2 ) z ,  s  ( c 2 ) x  and  s  ( a 3 ) z  with
 s  ( b 3 ) x ,  s  ( c 3 ) y ,  except for  s  ( c 2 )  5  s  ( b 3 ) ,  in which case we can use the edges  s  ( b 3 ) y
 and  s  ( c 3 ) x .  The other cases are quite similar .
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 Now we are going to show how to make a quasi-packing of the general unpackable
 triple with the required property .
 Let us first consider a triple  S 1 , S 0 , S k  with  k  5  1 ,  2 or 3 . Note that in any strict
 Ξ -extension of the  S k ,  at least one center is not adjacent to any leaf-node .
 Let  r , s , t , u ,  y   and  w  be six vertices of  K n 2 3 .  We shall denote by  r i  the vertex of  U i
 which is packed on  r  and use an analogous notation for the other vertices . Now , for
 U 1  5  S
 1  with  a 1 a leaf-node and  a 9 1 the adjacent center , we pack  U 9 1  5  U 1 \ h a 1 a 9 1 j  together
 with  U 2  5  S 0  and  U 3  5  S
 k  in the following way :  a 1  5  s 1  , a 9 1  5  r 1  , t 1 is another e . n . of  a 9 1
 (recall that this denotes a leaf adjacent to it) ,  u 1 is the other center , and  y  1 and  w 1 are
 two of its e . n . ’s ; the path of  U 2 is the sequence of vertices  y  2 r 2 w 2 t 2  ,  this last vertex
 being the center , and  s 2 and  u 2 are obviously two of its e . n . ’s ,  s 3 is the center not
 adjacent to a leaf-node ,  r 3 and  u 3 are e . n . ’s of this center ,  y  3 is the other center and  t 3
 and  w 3 are two of its e . n . ’s . The other vertices of the three trees may be packed without
 obstruction . This gives an admissible quasi-packing .
 Now consider the case in which  U 3 is a  S 0 .  Suppose first that at least one e . n . of the
 center of  U 3 is not a node , which is always the case in a strict extension if  n  2  3  >  7 .  We
 use the same packing as above for  U 9 1 and  U 2 and take  t 3 y  3 w 3 s 3 as path of the comet
 U 3  , s 3 being the center , and  r 3 one of its e . n . ’s which is not a node . This remains the
 case when  n  5  9 and the two e . n . ’s of the center are nodes in  U 3  5  S 0 .  We may suppose
 that it is also the case in  U 2 (otherwise , we may exchange the indices of the two trees) .
 If we pack  U 2  ,  either as above , or by taking  r 2 y  2 s 2 t 2 as the path and  u 2 and  w 2 as e . n . ’s
 of  t 2  ,  keeping the previous packing for the other trees , for at least one of these two
 options ,  r 2 is not a node in  U 2 and we only have to permute the roles of  U 2 and  U 3 in
 order to obtain an admissible quasi-packing .
 Now consider the case in which  U 3  5  S - .  If at least one e . n . of the center is not a
 node of  U 3 (which is always the case if  n  2  3  >  8) ,  we use the same packing for  U 9 1 and
 U 2  ,  and take for  r 3 a leaf which is not a node ,  t 3 y  3 w 3 w 9 3 s 3 being the path with  s 3 as
 center .
 If  n  2  3  5  7 and the two e . n . ’s of the center are nodes , we use the same packing for
 U 9 1  ,  take  r 2 y  2 s 2 t 2 as the path of  U 2  5  S 0  and  t 3 y  3 w 3 r 3 s 3 as the path of  U 3 .  If  r 3 was a
 node , the  Ξ -extension  T 3 would be also a  Ξ -extension of the tree obtained by adding , to
 a path  y  3 w 3 r 3 s 3 u 3  ,  two edges  r 3 z 3 and  s 3 w 9 3  ,  and this tree is not a member of  UP (7) .
 If  n  2  3  5  6 (with the convention that  S - 6 is the path of order 6) we use the last
 packing for  U 9 1 and  U 2 and take the path  t 3 y  3 w 3 r 3 s 3 u 3  .  By symmetry , one has only to
 test the case in which  w 3 and  r 3 are both nodes , and either  s 3 or  u 3 is the third one . In
 the former case ,  T 3 is also a  Ξ -extension of  S 0 6 with one leaf not a node (this case has
 been studied above) and , in the latter case , we can obtain  T 3 from the path by another
 Ξ -extension in which the vertices homologous to  w 3 and  r 3 are not both nodes .
 The odd general exception is quite similar . Quasi-packing of the exceptional triples
 of order 5 , 6 , and 7 is easy to solve , but requires several subcases , and details are left to
 the reader .
 5 .  P ACKING  P -E XTENSIONS
 Before studying the general case , we clear the cases in which there is a path in the
 triple .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  For n  >  7  one can pack any two trees of order n with a path of the
 same order .
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 P ROOF .  The property is true for  n  5  7 ,  8 from the direct study made above . Let us
 suppose that  n  >  9 .  We call  T 1 and  T 2 the two trees and consider two cases .
 1 .  First suppose that the  T i  are obtained from two tees  U i  of order  n  2  2 and
 maximum degree at most  n  2  5 ,  ny adding to each of them two independent pendant
 edges , and call  a i  , b i  the nodes of  U i .  By the induction hypothesis , there is a packing  s
 of the two trees  U i  with a path of order  n  2  2 in  K n 2 2 .  We may assume  s  ( a 1 )  ?  s  ( b 2 )
 and  s  ( a 2 )  ?  s  ( b 1 ) .  We take now two additional vertices  x  and  y ,  and add to  s  ( U 1 ) the
 edges  s  ( a 1 ) x  and  s  ( b 1 ) y  and to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  a  ( a 2 ) y  and  s  ( b 2 ) x .  Let us consider the
 set of packed nodes  A  5  h s  ( a 1 ) ,  s  ( b 1 ) ,  s  ( a 2 ) ,  s  ( b 2 ) j .
 If it is of order 3 or 4 , for every vertex  y  P  K n 2 2 ,  except one (in the first case) , these
 additions leave one of the two edges  y  x  or  y  y  free . At least one end of the path is
 packed on such a vertex  y   with , say , the edge  y  x  free : then we can add to the packed
 path , the edges  y  x  and  xy  and obtain the required packing .
 Otherwise , we have  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  y   and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 )  5  w ,  but since the size of
 the path is at least 6 , at least one of its packed edges , say  tu ,  is not incident to either of
 these vertices . In this case we may replace this edge by the path  tx , xy , yu  in order to
 obtain the required packing .
 2 .  In the other case , at least one of the trees  T i  ,  say  T 2  ,  is obtained by adding two
 independent pendant edges to a comet  S 9 n 2 2 with one node  a 2 of degree  n  2  4 .  This is
 the case only when this tree is a double star  S 1 ( n  2  4 ,  2) ,  a comet  S 0  or a  Sp  1 .  In this
 case we consider  T 2 as an extension of a tree  U 2 of order  n  2  1 ,  and of the same type as
 T 2  ,  by adding to it an edge to the node  a 2 of degree  n  2  4 .
 First suppose we can obtain  T 1 from a tree  U 1 of order  n  2  1 by adding an edge
 incident to a node  a 1 of degree at least 2 . By the induction hypothesis , there is a
 packing  s  of the trees  U i  together with a path of the same order in  K n 2 1 ,  and since the
 sum of the degrees of the two nodes  a i  is at least  n  2  2 we necessarily have
 s  ( a 1 )  ?  s  ( a 2 ) .  We now take an additional vertex  x  and add to the trees  s  ( U i ) the edges
 s  ( a i ) x .  As in the first studied case , the packed path has an edge  tu  not incident to
 either of the two nodes  s  ( a i ) ; thus we can replace this edge by the path  tx , xu  in order
 to obtain the required packing .
 Otherwise , every leaf of  T 1 is adjacent to a vertex of degree 2 (therefore  T 1 is not of
 the same type as  T 2 ) .  We can obtain  T 1 by adding , to a tree  U 1 of order  n  2  2 ,  two
 pendant independent edges , the two nodes of  U 1 being leaves for this tree . We call
 them  a 1 and  b 1 and their respective neighbors  c 1 and  d 1  .  Now there is a packing  s  in
 K n 2 2  of this tree  U 1 together with a path of the same order . Let us call  t  and  u  the
 extremities of the packed path . We may suppose that the set  t ,  u  is distinct from both
 sets  s  h a 1  ,  b 1 j  and  s  h c 1  ,  d 1 j ; otherwise we could add to the packed path the free edge
 tu ,  and remove any other edge in order to put the new extremities in a good position .
 Furthermore , we may suppose that no node of  U 1 is an extremity of the path .
 Otherwise , there are  n  2  5 edges incident to this vertex which are not edges of the
 packing , and we can add some well-chosen one , say  t y  ,  to the path , and by removing
 another edge incident to  y  ,  obtain a suitable packing with the required property .
 Thus we may suppose that the four vertices  s  ( a 1 ) ,  s  ( b 1 ) , t  and  u  are distinct from
 one other , and that  t  ¸  s  h c 1  ,  d 1 j .  So the edges  t s  ( a 1 ) and  t s  ( b 1 ) are not in  s  ( U 1 ) and
 since  t  is an extremity of the path , one of them , say  t s  ( a 1 ) ,  does not belong to the path .
 Furthermore , since  a 1 is a leaf of  U 1 (and is packed with a vertex of degree 2 of the
 path) there is another free edge incident to  s  ( a 1 ) ,  say  s  ( a 1 ) y  .
 With these hypothesis , we take two additional vertices  x  and  y ,  and add to  s  ( U 1 ) the
 edges  s  ( a 1 ) x  and  s  ( b 1 ) y  and to the path the edges  tx  and  uy .  We can now complete
 this packing with  T 2 in either of its three possible forms in the following manner : if  T 2 
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 is a  S 1 we pack its centers on  x  and  y  ; if it is a  S 0  we pack its center on  x  and its path on
 x y s  ( a 1 ) t ; finally , if  T 2  5  Sp 1 we pack its center on  x  and its two paths of length 2 on  xyt
 and  x y s  ( a 1 ) .  h
 Let us now undertake a short analysis of the strict  P -extensions . If  n  >  9 we can
 obtain  S k n (  p ,  q ) ,  but only for  k  >  4 from a  S
 k 2 2
 n 2 3 (  p  2  1 ,  q ) by binding an edge to the
 center  x 0 adjacent to the  p  2  1 leaves , and replacing any edge of the path  x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x k 2 2
 joining the two centers , except for the edge  x 0 x 1 (that is why we must have  k  2  2  >  2) ,
 by a path of length 3 . We shall call  principal nodes  the vertices becoming the
 extremities of this inserted path , whereas  x 0 will remain a  simple node .  Note that for
 p  5  q  5  2  the tree  S k 2 2 n 2 3 (1 ,  2) is actually a comet  S
 ( k 2 2) but , as we already said , we
 assimilate the penultimate vertex of the path (the tail of the comet) to a (degenerated)
 center with one single adjacent leaf .
 The previous construction is what we call a  P -extension (more precisely , an ordinary
 one) . But there are other constructions (general  P -extensions) which we are going to
 explain , which lead to the same result . Indeed , with  x 0 always a simple node , we can
 also take as principal nodes  x 2 and any leaf  u  adjacent to  x 0  ,  erasing the edge  x 1 x 2 ; or ,
 if  k  >  5 ,  we can take as principal nodes  x k 2 4 and any leaf  y   adjacent to the center  x k 2 2 ,
 erasing the edge  x k 2 4 x k 2 3 ; and for  k  5  4 take any pair ( u ,  y  ) as principal nodes , erasing
 the edge  x 1 x 2  .
 We note that , with all these possibilities of  P -extensions , we may use at least three
 distinct pairs of principal nodes , and that we may change one pair in another one by
 changing only one node of the pair .
 In order to obtain a  S ( k ) n   from a  S
 ( k 2 2)
 n 2 3  (for  k  >  4) ,  there are also several possibilities
 of  P -extensions , with the same property concerning the choices of pairs of principal
 nodes . Call  x 0 the center of the comet  S ( k 2 2) , x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x k 2 1 its tail , and  u  any leaf
 adjacent to the center . This one always being the simple node , we may take as principal
 nodes any pair ( x j  ,  x j 1 1 ) or any pair ( x j  ,  x k 2 1 ) ,  1  <  j  <  k  2  2 ,  erasing the edge  x j x j 1 1 ,  or
 any pair of the set  h ( u ,  x 1 ) ,  ( u ,  x k 2 1 ) j ,  erasing the edge  x 1 x 2  .
 Now we are ready to give the proof of the following proposition .
 P ROPOSITION 3 .  Let n  >  9 . Suppose the theorem is true up to order n  2  3 . Then any
 triple  7  5  ( T 1  ,  T 2  ,  T 3 )  of trees of order n obtained from a triple  8  5  ( U 1  ,  U 2  ,  U 3 )  by  Ξ -  or
 P - extensions , is packable into K n .
 P ROOF .  Suppose first that there is a packing  s  of the triple  8  into  K n 2 3 .  Since in the
 case of three  Ξ -extensions , the set of additional vertices  h x ,  y ,  z j  remains an
 independent set , we can add any of the three edges  xy , yz  and  zx  in order to modify
 one of these  Ξ -extensions into a  P -one . Thus there is no problem if there is only one
 P -extension in the triple  7 .  A close inspection of the several possiblities for three
 Ξ -extensions , given in the proof of our previous result , shows that there is always a
 possibility of making this modification for two of these extensions into  P -extensions . So
 suppose that the  T i  are all  P -extensions , and let ( a i  ,  b i ) be the pair of principal nodes ,
 and  c i  the simple node of the tree  U i .  We add three extra vertices ,  x ,  y  and  z ,  to  K n 2 3
 and to  U 1 the edges  s  ( a 1 ) x , xy , y s  ( b 1 ) and  s  ( c 1 ) z ,  erasing a suitable edge (in a simple
 extension , the edge  s  ( a 1 b 1 )) in order to obtain the tree  T 1 .  Because of the symmetry of
 roles for the two principal nodes , there is always a labeling allowing us to add to  s  ( U 2 )
 the edges  s  ( a 2 ) z , zx , x s  ( b 2 ) and  s  ( c 2 ) y .
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 Now , if we cannot add to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  s  ( c 3 ) x ,  we must have  s  ( c 3 ) equal to either
 s  ( a 1 )  or  s  ( b 2 ) .  By symmetry , we may assume that  s  ( c 3 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) .  But we are allowed ,
 as we said , to take another vertex  b 9 2 as principal node for  U 2  .  Doing this , we will
 eventually have  s  ( b 9 2 )  5  s  ( a 1 ) ,  but in this case we permute the roles of  a 2 and  b 9 2  .
 Finally , we may assume that the edge  s  ( c 3 ) x  is idle .
 The packing in this case remains impossible only if we have  s  h a 3  ,  b 3 j  5  s  h a 1  ,  c 1 j  or
 s  h b 1  ,  c 2 j .  But since we can change either one of the two vertices  a 3 and  b 3  ,  we can
 easily remove this last obstacle , and complete the packing by the edges  s  ( a 3 ) y , yz  and
 z s  ( b 3 ) .
 Let us now study the case in which ( U 1  ,  U 2  ,  U 3 ) is the general unpackable triple . If
 we use the above quasi-packing of the triple , since  S 1 is not a base for a  P -extension ,
 there is no problem for one single  P -extension in the triple , that in the packable case ,
 and we need only study the problem for two such extensions in the triple . In this case ,
 instead of doing a quasi-packing , we construct a packing of the  U i  minus one of the
 edges which must disappear in the process of  P -extension : by doing this , the problem
 reduces to the case of a packable triple , which is already solved .
 Namely , let  r , s , t , u ,  y   and  w  (eventually  w 9 for  n  >  10) be distinct vertices of  K n 2 3 .
 Using the same notation as in the study of quasi-packings , we pack  U 1  5  S 1 by taking  r 1
 and  u 1 as centers ,  s 1 and  t 1 as e . n . ’s of  r 1 and  y  1 and  w 1 as e . n . ’s of  u 1  .  We pack  U 3  5  S k
 ( k  5  2 ,  3)  by taking  t 3 and  w 3 as centers ,  s 3 and  u 3 as e . n . ’s of the former and  r 3 and  y  3
 as e . n . ’s of the latter one . If  U 3  5  S 0  (resp .,  S -  with  n  >  10) , t 3 will be the center , and
 t 2 w 3 r 3 y  3  (resp .,  t 3 w 9 3 w 3 r 3 y  3 ) the path (in other terms , the  tail  of the comet) . Finally , for
 U 2  5  S 0  we take  s 2 as center and  s 2 y  2 t 2 r 2 as path , packing  U 2 \ t 2 r 2  .  If  n  5  10 and  U 3 is a
 path (assimilated to  S - 1 0 ) we use the same packing for  U 1  ,  pack  U 2 by taking  s 2 as center
 and  s 2 y  2 w 2 r 2 as tail , and we pack the path  U 3 as  r 3 y  3 t 3 w 3 s 3 u 3 minus the edge  s 3 u 3  ,
 which will disappear in the  P -extension based on the pair ( s 3  ,  u 3 ) of principal nodes
 and  y  3 as simple node ( T 3 being a  S
 5 ) .
 Let us now study the general unpackable triple ( S 2 n (  p ,  p ) ,  S
 2
 n (  p ,  p ) ,  S 0 n ) special to
 n  5  2 p  1  1  odd . On one hand , we can pack the two  S 2 by taking  r 1 and  u 1 as centers of
 the first one ,  s 1 and  t 1 as e . n . ’s of  r 1 and  y  1 and  w 1 as e . n . ’s of  u 1  ,  then  s 2 and  y  2 as
 centers of the second one , with  t 2 and  u 2 as e . n . ’s of  s 2 and  r 2 and  w 2 as e . n . ’s of  y  2  .
 Then by taking  w 3 as center of the  S 0  and  w 3 t 3 y  3 u 3 as tail , we can pack  S 0 \ u 3 y  3  .  On the
 other hand , we can first pack  S 0  with  r 1 as center and  r 1 s 1 t 1 u 1 as tail , the first  S 2 by
 taking  u 2 and  y  2 as centers ,  r 2 and  w 2 as e . n . ’s of  u 2 and  s 2 and  t 2 as e . n . ’s of  y  2 ; then , by
 taking  t 3 and  u 3 as centers ,  r 3 and  w 3 as e . n . ’s of  t 3 and  s 3 and  y  3 as e . n . ’s of  u 3  ,  pack the
 second  S 2 minus the edge  u 3 w 9 3 .  This solves , as for a packable triple , the problem in the
 case of one or two  P -extensions . In the case of three such extensions , we can pack
 directly the three trees (one  S (4) n 1 3 and two  S
 4
 n 1 3 (  p  1  1 ,  p )) by adding three new vertices
 x , y  and  z  to  K n  ,  and extending the latter packing by giving to  U 1  5  S 0  the new edges
 u 1 x , xy , yt 1 and  r 1 z  (erasing the edge  t 1 u 1 ) ,  to  U 2  5  S
 2 the new ones  u 2 z , zx , xw 9 2 and
 y  2  y  (erasing  u 2 w 9 2 ) and the new edges  u 3  y , yz , zw 9 3 and  t 3 x  to  U 9 3  5  S
 2 \ u 3 w 9 3  .
 Let us now examine the other unpackable triples of order 6 or 7 . If the triple consists
 of three  S 0 6 we can pack the first into  K 6 by taking  r 1 as center and  r 1 s 1 t 1 u 1 as tail ; the
 second  S 0  by taking  w 2 as center ,  w 2 t 2 r 2 u 2 as tail , and by taking  y  3 as center and
 y  3 u 3 w 3 r 3  as path we can pack the third one minus the edge  w 3 r 3 .  This solves the
 problem in the case of one or two  P -extensions . But three such extensions lead to a
 triple of three isomorphic trees (three  S (4) 9  ) ,  which is packable according to [8] .
 In the triples ( S 1 6 ,  P 6  ,  S
 1
 6 ) and ( S
 1
 6 ,  P 6  ,  Sp
 1
 6 ) only  P 6 is an admissible base for a
 P -extension , so the quasi-packing gives the result for the first one as for the general
 unpackable triple , whereas the first case of quasi-packing for the second triple gives
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 the solution directly . The two triples ( S 1 6 ,  S 1 6 ,  Sp 1 6 ) and ( S 1 6 ,  Sp 1 6 ,  Sp 1 6 ) are not bases for
 P -extension , nor is the triple ( S 1 7 ,  S 1 7 ,  Sp 5 7 ) .  h
 6 .  I NTRODUCING  THE F AMILY  UP 9 ( n )
 Among the members of the family  UP ( n ) ,  the comet  S 0 n  has the ‘worst’ properties for
 a common packing . Therefore , we now concentrate our study on the more restrictive
 family  UP 9 ( n )  5  UP ( n ) \ h S 0 n j .  Call  3 1 ( n ) the union of  UP 9 ( n ) with the set of trees of
 order  n  which may be obtained from admissible trees of order  n  2  3 by  Ξ - or
 P -extension . We can prove the following .
 P ROPOSITION 4 .  Let n  >  9 . Suppose that the theorem is true up to order n  2  3 . Then
 any triple  7  consisting of trees which are members of the family  3 1 ( n )  is packable into
 K n .
 6 . 1 .  Proof of Proposition  4
 C ASE 1 .  T 1  and T 2  are two  Ξ - extensions of U 1  and U 2  respecti y  ely , and T 3  P  UP 9 ( n ) .
 Let  a i  , b i  and  c i  ,  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  be the nodes of  U i  and let  s  be a packing of the pair
 ( U 1  ,  U 2 )  into  K n 2 3 .  We put , as already done ,  A i  5  s  h a i  ,  b i  ,  c i j  and keep the conventions
 made in the study of  Ξ -extensions .
 1 a .  Assume first that  A 1  ?  A 2 ; say ,  s  ( c 1 )  ¸  A 2 and  s  ( c 2 )  ¸  A 1  .  We add three vertices
 x , y  and  z  to  K n 2 3 ,  the edges  s  ( a 1 ) x ,  s  ( b 1 ) y  and  s  ( c 1 ) z  to  s  ( U 1 ) ,  and the edges
 s  ( a 2 ) z ,  s  ( b 2 ) x  and  s  ( c 2 ) y  to  s  ( U 2 ) .  We can now easily pack the tree  T 3  ,  namely :
 (i)  for  T 3  5  S
 1
 n ,  pack the centers in  y  and  z ,  take  s  ( a 2 ) and  s  ( c 1 ) as e . n . ’s of  y  and take
 s  ( b 1 )  and  s  ( c 2 ) as e . n . ’s of  z ;
 (ii)  for  T 3  5  S
 2
 n ,  just replace in the previous packing , the edge  yz  by the path  yxz ;
 (iii)  for  T 3  5  S
 3
 n ,  replace the same by the path  yx s  ( c 2 ) z  (of course ,  s  ( c 2 ) is no longer an
 e . n . ) ;
 (iv)  for  T 3  5  S n - , y  remaining the center , replace  yz  and  y s  ( c 1 ) in the first packing by
 the path  yz s  ( c 2 ) x s  ( c 1 ) in order to obtain the tail .
 1 b .  Now assume that there is a packing  s  of ( U 1  ,  U 2 ) together with any  S
 1
 n  (or a  S 0 n  ,
 according to the subcases) into  K n 2 3 ,  but that  A 1 and  A 2 are the same set  S .  We put ,
 for convenience ,  u  5  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) ,  y  5  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) and  w  5  s  ( c 1 )  5  s  ( c 2 ) ,  and add
 to  s  ( U 1 ) and  s  ( U 2 ) the same edges as in 1a .
 1b a .  For  T 3  5  S
 1 (  p ,  q ) , p  >  q  >  3 ,  we pack  U 1 and  U 2 with  U 3  5  S
 1
 n 2 3 (  p  2  2 ,  q  2  1)
 into  K n 2 3 ,  and call  a 3 the center with (  p  2  2) e . n . ’s , which will be a double node ,  b 3  ,
 the other center , being a simple node of  U 3 .
 If  s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A ,  there is no problem in doing the extension of  s  ( U 3 ) ,  so we may
 suppose that  s  ( a 3 )  5  u .  We are going to modify  s  into another packing  s 9 in order to
 make the extension possible . We distinguish several cases :
 (i)  No neighbor of  a 3 is packed in  A .  We put  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y  and add the edges  yx , yu  and
 s  ( b 3 ) z  to  s 9 ( U 3 ) .  It is to be understood that the edges of  s  ( U 3 ) which were incident to
 s  ( a 3 )  5  u  are modified in the obvious way in  s 9 : this remark will become implicit from
 now on .
 (ii)  The center  b 3 is the only neighbor of  a 3 packed in  A ; say ,  s  ( b 3 )  5  y  .  We put
 s 9 ( a 3 )  5  z  and , keeping for  s 9 ( U 3 ) the edge  u y  ,  add to it the edges  xz  and  yz .
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 (iii)  An e . n . of  a 3 is the only neighbor of  a 3 packed in  A ; say , on  w .  We put  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,
 keep for  s 9 ( U 3 ) the edge  s  ( b 3 ) u  (which was the edge  s  ( a 3 b 3 ) and now becomes an
 end-edge of  s 9 ( T 3 )) ,  and add to it the edges  xy  and  xz  (and modify  uw  into  xw ) .
 (iv)  The center  b 3 and an e . n . of  a 3 are packed in  A ; say ,  y  5  s  ( b 3 ) .  Let  t  be the
 location of an e . n . of  b 3  .  We may assume that  tu  ¸  s  ( U 2 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 2 )  5  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x
 and  s 9 ( b 3 )  5  y  and give to  s 9 ( U 3 ) the edges  xt  and  yz ,  replacing the edge  y  t  by  yu .
 (v)  Two e . n . ’s of  a 3 are packed in  A .  Let  t  be the location of any e . n . of  b 3  .  We put
 s 9 ( a 1 )  5  z ,  s  9 ( a 2 )  5  y  and  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  replace for  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edge  wz  by  wu ,  for  s 9 ( U 2 )
 the edges  uz ,  y  x  and  wy  by  yx ,  y  u  and  wz ,  and add to  s  9 ( U 3 ) the edges  xu , xt  and
 s  ( b 3 ) y ,  replacing  s  ( b 3 ) t  by  s  ( b 3 ) z .
 1b a 9 .  For  T 3  5  S
 1 (  p ,  2) (  p  >  5) we pack  U 1 and  U 2 together with  U 3  5  S
 1
 n 2 3 (  p  5  3 ,  2)
 into  K n 2 3 with the same notation as in 1b a  ( a 3 being here a triple node) . There is no
 problem if  s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A ,  so let us suppose that  s  ( a 3 )  5  u ,  and distinguish according to the
 same subcases . Note that  u  must be the location of an end-vertex for both  U 1 and  U 2 :
 (i)  We may assume that  u y  P  s  ( U 1 ) and  uw  P  s  ( U 2 ) .  We can replace in  s  ( U 1 ) the edge
 ux  by  xy ,  in  s  ( U 2 ) the edge  uz  by  zy ,  and add to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  ux , uy  and  uz .
 (ii) or (iii) .  Let  t  be the location of an e . n . of  b 3  ,  the other being on  w .  Here we have ,
 for instance ,  ut  P  s  ( U 1 ) ,  with  t  5  s  ( d 1 ) .  We put  s 9 ( d 1 )  5  x  and  s  9 ( a 1 )  5  t ,  and replace
 in  s  ( U 2 ) the edge  uz  by  yz ,  and finally add to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  ux , uy  and  uz .
 (iv) or (v)  Let  t  and  t 9 be the locations of the two e . n . ’s of  b 3  ,  with  tu  P  s  ( U 1 ) and
 t 9 u  P  s  ( U 2 ) .  We put  s 9 ( b 3 )  5  y ; replace for  s  ( U 1 ) the edge  tu  by  tx ; for  s  ( U 2 ) the edge
 t 9 u  by  t 9 z ; for  s 9 ( U 3 ) ,  keeping the edge  u s  ( b 3 ) ,  we add  ut  and  ut 9 ; and we replace
 s  ( b 3 ) t  and  s  ( b 3 ) t 9 by  xy  and  xz .
 Analogous constructions are easy to find in the other subcases if we pack , for
 T 3  5  S
 2
 n (  p ,  q ) , S
 2
 n (  p ,  2) , S
 3
 n (  p ,  q ) and  S n -  respectively , a tree  U 3  5  S 1 n 2 3 (  p  2  1 ,  q  2  1) ,
 S 1 n 2 3 (  p  2  2 ,  2) , S
 1
 n 2 3 (  p  2  1 ,  q ) and  S - n 2 3  .
 1 c .  The triple  U 1  , U 2  , U 3  ,  defined in each subcase of 1b , is not packable into  K n 2 3 .
 When  U 3  5  S
 1 ,  say  U 1  5  S 0  and  U 2  P  UP ( n  2  3) .  When  U 3  5  S 0 ,  let  U 1  5  S
 1 and
 U 2  P  UP ( n  2  3)  (or  U 1  5  U 2  5  S
 2 (  p ,  p ) with  n  5  2 p  1  3) .  In general , at least one leaf of
 U 1  is not a node ; it is easy to pack it with a node of  U 2  ,  and the construction of case 1a
 works . The only exception is  U 1  5  S 0 6 with the three leaves as nodes , but we can easily
 pack one of them with a non-node vertex of  U 2 .
 C ASE 2 .  T 1  is a  P - extension of U 1  , T 2  is a  Ξ - extension of U 2  and T 3  P  UP 9 ( n ) .
 Let  a 1 and  b 1 be the pair of principal nodes , and let  c 1 be the simple node of  U 1  .  Due
 to the many possibilities of choice for such a pair , we may assume that , for a suitable
 packing  s  of  U 1  , U 2 into a  K n 2 3 ,  the sets  A 1 and  A 2 are not equal . With the usual
 notation , we add to  s  ( U 1 ) the edges  s  ( a 1 ) x , xy , y s  ( b 1 ) and  s  ( c 1 ) z ,  (erasing another
 suitable edge) , and to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  s  ( a 2 ) z ,  s  ( b 2 ) x  and  s  ( c 2 ) y .
 2 a .  Assume first that  s  ( a 1 )  ?  s  ( a 2 ) .  We can pack  T 3 in the following way : in any
 case , pack the greater center (the only real one for a comet) on  z  and the smaller one
 (for a comet , the penultimate vertex of the tail) on  x .  For a  S 2 ,  pack the common
 neighbor of the centers on any vertex of  K n 2 3 \ ( A 1  <  A 2 ) ,  or (for  n  5  9) if ( A 1  ,  A 2 ) is a
 partition of  K n 2 3 ,  on  s  ( c 2 ) .  For  S
 3 or  S -  pack the path joining the centers on  zy s  ( a 2 ) x .
 2 b .  Otherwise , we may assume , by symmetry , that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) ,  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) and
 s  ( c 1 )  ?  s  ( c 2 ) ,  so we can pack in any case the greater center on  z  and the smaller on  y .
 For  S 2 ,  pack the intermediate vertex on any in  K n 2 3 \ ( A 1  <  A 2 ) (which is not empty
 since  n  .  7) ,  and for  S 3 or  S - ,  pack the path between the centers on  zx s  ( c 1 ) y .
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 C ASE 3 .  T 1  and T 2  are  P - extensions of U 1  and U 2  , and T 3  P  UP 9 ( n ) .
 We pack the triple directly . Let  T 1 be a  S k  or a  S ( k ) ,  and  T 2 a  S l  or  S ( l ) ,  with  k  >  l  >  4 .
 Call  x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x k  the path joining the greater center  x 0 to the smaller center  x k  (with , for
 a comet , the usual convention as regards this center) and  y 0  ?  ?  ?  y l  the analogous path in
 T 2  .
 We pack  y 0 with an e . n .  u 0 of  x k  , y l  with an e . n .  y  0 of  x 0 and the sequence of vertices
 y l 2 1 ,  y l 2 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  y 1  ,  in this order , on the first ( l  2  1) vertices of the sequence
 x k  ,  x k 2 2 ,  x k 2 3 ,  .  .  .  ,  x k 2 1 ,  x k 2 3 ,  .  .  .  (this sequence including  x 0 but not  x k ) .  We pack an
 e . n . of  y 0 with the  l th vertex of this same sequence , unless this one is  x 0 or  x 1  ,  in which
 case we pack it on the next vertex . In every case , call this vertex  x i 0  ,  and pack together
 the smaller center of  T 3  .  Next we pack together a second e . n .  y  1 of  x 0  ,  an e . n . of  y 0 and
 the greater center of  T 3  .  Then :
 (i)  for  T 3  5  S
 1 there is no problem to complete the packing ;
 (ii)  for  T 3  5  S
 2 we pack the vertex between the centers on a  x i  with  i  ¸  h 0 ,  i 0  2
 1 ,  i 0  ,  i 0  1  1 j ;
 (iii)  for  T 3  5  S
 3 or  S -  we pack the two vertices of the path joining the smaller center to
 the greater , on  x 0 and  x k .
 C ASE 4 .  T 2  and T 3  are members of UP 9 ( n ) .
 4 a .  Suppose that we can find in  T 1 two sets of two independent pendant edges , say
 ( a 1 u 1  ,  b 1 y  1 )  and ( a 9 1 u 9 1 ,  b 9 1 y  9 1 ) (four distinct edges , but not necessarily altogether
 independent) . In case of coincidences between the centers implied in these two pairs ,
 we will assume that  a 1 and  a 9 1 on the one hand and  b 1 and  b 9 1 on the other hand , may
 coincide , the latter coincidence implying the former one . Call  c 1 a vertex not incident
 to the four edges .
 We pack the centers of  T 2 on  u 1 and  y  1  ,  those of  T 3 on  u 9 1  ,  y  9 1  ,  give to  T 2 the edges
 u 1 u 9 1  and  y  1 y  9 1 and to  T 3 the edges  u 1 y  9 1 and  u 9 1 y  1  .  If  T 2 or  T 3 (or both) is a  S
 2 we pack
 the vertex between the centers on  c 1  .
 If only  T 2 is in the set  h S 3 ,  S - j ,  since we may assume that  a 1 does not dominate the
 set  V  9  5  V  ( T 1 ) \ h a 1  ,  u 1  ,  u 9 1  ,  y  1  ,  y  9 1 j ,  calling  d 1 a vertex of this set not adjacent to  a 1
 (eventually  d 1  5  c 1 ) ,  we take  u 1 d 1 a 1 y  1 as the path of  T 2 .
 If both  T 2 and  T 3 are in this set , and  a 1  5  a 9 1  ,  we may assume that  V  9 (which is of
 cardinal at least 4) contains two distinct vertices , say  d 1 and  d 9 1  ,  not adjacent to  a 1  .  We
 take the same path for  T 2  ,  and the path  u 9 1 d 9 1 a 1 y  9 1 for  T 3 .  If  a 1  ?  a 9 1  ,  we may assume that
 these vertices are of degree  < 1 in the forest induced by  T 1 on the set of four vertices
 W  5  h a 1  ,  a 9 1  ,  b 1  ,  b 9 1 j .  In this case call  d 1 (resp .,  d 9 1 ) one of the  b ’s not adjacent to  a 1
 (resp ., to  a 9 1  ,  eventually with  d 1  5  d 9 1 ) and take the same paths for  T 2 and  T 3 as above .
 Note that this also solves the case in which  T 1 is any  S
 k  (but not that in which  T 1 is a
 comet) .
 4 b .  Suppose that  T 1 is a  Ξ -extension with only three leaves . Therefore  T 1 is obtained
 from three paths  x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x k  , y 0  y 1  ?  ?  ?  y l  , z 0 z 1  ?  ?  ?  z m  ,  with  m  >  l  >  k , k  >  1 , l  >  2 and
 m  >  3  by identifying the end-vertices  y 0 and  z 0 with  x 0  .
 If  T 2 is a  S
 2 we take , for instance ,  y 1 as vertex between the centers , and if  T 3 is also a
 S 2  we pack the analogous vertex also on  y 1 if  l  >  3 ; otherwise on  x 0 (since  l  5  3 implies
 m  >  4) .
 If only  T 2 is a  S
 3 or  S - ,  we take  x k z m 2 1 x 0 z m  as the path between the centers , and if  T 3
 is also such a tree , take  y l z m 2 1  y l 2 1 z m 2 2 for its path .
 4 c .  Suppose that  T 1 is a comet  S
 ( k ) , k  >  4 ,  and let  x 0 be its center ,  x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x k  its tail ,
 and  u  and  y   two distinct e . n . ’s of  x 0  .  We pack the greater and smaller centers of  T 2 on
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 u  and  x k  ,  and those of  T 3 on  y   and  x k 2 2 .  If  T 2 or  T 3 (or both) is a  S
 2 ,  we pack the vertex
 between the centers on a third e . n .  w  of  x 0  ,  if it exists ; otherwise on  x 1 (since in this
 case  k  5  n  2  3  >  6) .  If  T 2 is a  S
 3 or  S - ,  we take  ux k 2 1 x 0 x k  as path , and if  T 3 is such a
 tree , we take  y  x k ux k 2 2 as its own path .
 4 d .  By symmetry , there remains only the case in which  T 1  , T 2 and  T 3 are three  S n - ,
 which is solved by Theorem 6 .  h
 7 .  I NTRODUCING  THE  Sp i n
 All the trees which are involved in the previous study can be obtained from a tree of
 order  n  2  2 and maximum degree  <  n  2  5 by a  bi - extension  ; that is , by adding to it two
 pendant independent edges , except for  S 1 n (  p ,  2) (with  p  5  n  2  4) which is obtained by
 this way from a comet  S 9 n 2 2 .  This tree therefore needs special attention in what follows .
 For the same reason , we temporarily exclude  Sp 1 n  from the next result .
 P ROPOSITION 5 .  Let n  >  9  and suppose the theorem to be true up to order n  2  1 . Then
 any triple of trees that are members of the family  3 9 2 ( n )  5  3 1 ( n )  <  h Sp i n ,  2  <  i  <  6 j  is
 packable into K n .
 P ROOF .  We will prove the possibility of packing each  Sp i  with a pair of trees of
 3  0 2  5  3 9 2 \ h S 1 n (  p ,  2) j ,  or with one tree of this last family and a  S 1 n (  p ,  2) ,  finally with two
 copies of  S 1 n (  p ,  2) .  We label each case by a couple ( i ,  j ) ,  7  2  i  being equal to the index
 of the  Sp  and  j  being the number of  S 1 (  p ,  2) involved in the triple .
 As already said , each tree  T  of  3  0 2 ( n ) may be obtained from a tree  U  of order  n  2  2 ,
 which perhaps no longer belongs to  3  0 2 ( n  2  2) ,  by a bi-extension . As usual , we will call
 ( a ,  b )  the two nodes of  U .  If we have to pack two such trees , and then extend them into
 two bi-extensions , we will assume the coincidences of nodes to occur on the same
 letter ; then , adding two vertices  x  and  y  to  K n 2 2 ,  one can add to  s  ( U 1 ) the edges
 s  ( a 1 ) x  and  s  ( b 1 ) y  and to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  s  ( a 2 ) y  and  s  ( b 2 ) x ,  without any conflict . We
 also put  s  h a i  ,  b i j  5  A i .
 (1 ,  0)  In this section , we suppose more strictly that the pair ( U 1  ,  U 2 ) is distinct from
 the pair ( S 1 7 ,  S
 1
 7 ) : in other words , we exclude the triples involving  Sp 6 9 with any two  S 1 9
 (  5  S 1 9 (5 ,  2)  or  S
 1
 9 (4 ,  3)) .  We postpone the study of these triples to section (1 ,  2) .
 We may therefore pack the triple ( U 1  ,  U 2  ,  U 3 ) with  U 3  5  Sp
 5
 7 into  K 7  .  Let  a 3 be the
 node of  Sp 5 7 ,  to which we have to bind a path of length 2 in order to recover  Sp
 6
 9 .  If
 s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A 1  >  A 2  ,  there is no problem in extending the packing (in the case in which
 s  ( a 3 ) ,  for instance , equals  s  ( a 2 ) (but  ? s  ( a 1 )) ,  and we may add to  s  ( U 3 ) the path
 s  ( a 3 ) yx .
 So we may assume that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 3 ) .  In this case we modify  s  ,  or rather its
 partial extension in  K n  ,  into another packing  s  9 according to the following remarks .
 Let  a 3 c 3 d 3  , a 3 c 9 3 d 9 3 and  a 3 c 0 3 d 0 3 be the three paths constituting  U 3 .  We may suppose that
 the set  s  h c 3  ,  d 3 j  is disjoint from  A 1  >  A 2 (that is , does not contain any  s  ( b i )) and that
 the set  s  h c 9 3  ,  d 9 3 j  does not contain  s  ( b 2 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  and rebuild  Sp  6 9 with the
 paths  xy s  ( d 3 ) , x s  ( c 3 ) s  ( a 3 ) and  x s  ( d 9 3 ) s  ( c 9 3 ) and either the path  x s  ( c 0 3 ) s  ( d 0 3 ) or the
 path  x s  ( d 0 3 ) s  ( c 0 3 ) ,  according to the location of  s  ( b 2 ) .
 (1 ,  1)  Here we can do a packing of  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 7 and  U 3  5  Sp  5 7 into  K 7  ,  with the
 greater center  a 2 of  S
 1
 7 as the double node for  U 2  .  Necessarily , we have  s  ( a 3 )  ¸
 s  h a 2  ,  b 2 j .  If  s  ( a 2 )  ¸  A 1  ,  there is no problem with the extension , adding the edges
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 F IGURE 4 .  Construction A .
 s  ( a 2 ) x  and  s  ( a 2 ) y  to  s  ( U 2 ) and the path  s  ( a 3 ) xy  or  s  ( a 3 ) yx  to  s  ( U 3 ) .  So suppose that
 s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  u .  Note that  a 1 must be a leaf of  U 1  ,  adjacent to a vertex  c 1 packed
 with an e . n .  c 2 of the smaller center  b 2 of  U 2  ,  and put  y  5  s  ( c 1 )  5  s  ( c 2 ) .
 We can carry out the following modification : let  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keep for  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edge
 ux ,  give to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  u y   and  uy ,  and replace  s  ( b 2 ) y   by  s  ( b 2 ) x  (see Figure 4 : we
 shall refer further to this construction as  construction A ) .  Then we may add to  s  ( U 3 )
 the path  s  ( a 3 ) yx ,  unless we have  c 1  5  b 1 and also  s  ( a 3 )  5  y  .  In this case , the three
 paths constituting  s  ( Sp 5 7 ) are  y y  9 u ,  y  w s  ( b 2 ) and  y  w 9 w 0 ,  where  y  9 is the location of the
 second e . n . of  b 2 and the  w 9 s are locations of the e . n . ’s of  a 2  .  In this case , we put
 s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y  and we can rebuild  Sp
 6
 9 with the paths  yxw 0 , yw 9 y  , yw s  ( b 2 ) and  y y  9 u .
 (1 ,  2) In this case , a packing is easy to build .
 (2 ,  0)  We can find a packing of  U 1  , U 2 and  U 3  5  Sp  1 n 2 2 into  K n 2 2 ,  with the center  a 3
 of  U 3 as a simple node to which we have to bind a path of length 2 . There is no
 problem if  s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A 1  >  A 2  ,  so let  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  u .  Call  a 3 c 3 d 3 and  a 3 c 9 3 d 9 3 the
 two paths of  u 3  ,  and  y  3 and  y  9 3 two distinct e . n . ’s of  a 3  .
 Suppose first that  s  ( b 2 )  ?  s  ( b 1 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x .  If  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( y  3 ) ,  we add to
 s 9 ( U 3 )  the path  xy s  ( y  3 ) instead of the edge  x s  ( y  3 ) (which belongs to  s  ( U 2 )) ,  we keep
 the edge  u s  ( y  9 3 ) and we add the edge  x s  ( d 3 ) instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 ) .  If  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( c 3 ) (resp .
 s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( d 3 )) ,  we add to  s  9 ( U 3 ) the edge  xy ,  replace  x s  ( c 3 ) by  x s  ( d 3 ) (resp . keep
 x s  ( c 3 )) ,  and  s 9 ( T 3 ) may have the three paths  x s  ( y  3 ) u , x s  ( c 9 3 ) s  ( d 9 3 ) and  x s  ( d 3 ) s  ( c 3 )
 (resp .  x s  ( c 3 ) s  ( d 3 )) .  This construction works as well if  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( c 3 ) (resp .
 s  ( d 3 )) .
 If now  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( y  3 )  5  y  ,  we put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y  (note that  a 1 is
 necessarily a leaf of  U 1  ,  say e . n . of a vertex packed on  d 3 ) and keeping for  s 9 ( U 3 ) the
 path  y s  ( c 9 3 ) s  ( d 9 3 ) ,  give to it the paths  y s  ( c 3 ) u , y s  ( d 3 ) x  and the edge  y y   which we
 replace in  s 9 ( U 1 ) by  u y  ,  and finally give to this last tree the edge  xy .
 (2 ,  1)  We can pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) with the greater center as double node ,
 and  U 3  5  Sp
 1
 n 2 2 with the center  a 3 as simple node (for an additional path of length 2) ,
 necessarily packed on another vertex that  a 2 or  b 2  .  There is no problem if  s  ( a 2 )  ¸  A 1  ,
 so we suppose that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) ,  in which case the construction given in (1 ,  1) still
 works .
 (2 ,  2)  We can pack  U 1  5  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 1 (  p  2  1 ,  2) and  U 3  5  Sp 5 n 2 1 with centers of the three
 trees as (simple) nodes which are packed on distinct vertices . Therefore there is no
 problem for an extension of the packing to  K n .
 This argument works as well for the cases (3 ,  2) , (4 ,  2) and (5 ,  2) , in each case
 replacing  Sp 5 n 2 1 by the suitable  Sp
 i
 n 2 1 .
 (3 ,  0)  We can pack  U 1  , U 2 and a path  P n 2 2 .  We can directly construct  T 3  ,  taking  x  as
 center .
 (3 ,  1)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) and  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 having its center  a 3 and any
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 extremity ( b 3  ,  b 9 3 ) of the two paths as simple nodes . Necessarily , we have  s  ( a 3 )  ¸
 s  h a 2  ,  b 2 j  and , by symmetry of  U 3  ,  we may suppose that  s  ( b 3 )  ¸  s  ( a 2 ) .  So the only
 problem is the case  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 1 )  5  u .  We can use construction A , except if  c 1  5  b 1 and
 y  P  s  h a 3  ,  b 3 j ,  in which case we put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  y ,  give to  s  9 ( U 1 ) the edges  xy  and  y  u ,  to
 s  ( U 2 )  the edges  ux  and  uy ,  and to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  y  x .
 (4 ,  0)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  ,  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 with the center  a 3 as simple node . Let  a 3 b 3 c 3 and
 a 3 b 9 3 c 9 3  be its two paths . Any one of  b 3  , b 9 3 can be the second node . Suppose first that
 A 1  5  A 2  5  s  h b 3  ,  b 9 3 j .  We may add to  U 3 the path  s  ( a 3 ) y s  ( c 3 ) together with the edge  xy
 instead of the edge  s  ( b 3 c 3 ) .  So we may now assume that the three nodes  b  are not
 coincident in the packing . There is no further problem if the three  a ’s do not coincide ,
 since a graph  K 3 , 2 has an edge-chromatic number equal to 3 . We have only to consider
 the case  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  u .  Note that  a 1 is e . n . of a vertex  c 1 packed , say , with
 c 3  and then  a 2 is a leaf of  U 2 with edge  u s  ( c 9 3 )  P  s  ( U 2 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x  and keep the
 edge  xu  in  s 9 ( U 1 ) .
 First assume that  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 9 3 ) and  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( b 3 ) .  We add  s  ( b 9 3 ) x  and  s  ( b 3 ) y  to
 s  ( U 3 )  and replace in it  s  ( b 3 c 3 ) by  u s  ( c 3 ) .  If , on the contrary , we have  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 3 )
 and  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( b 9 3 ) ,  we put  s 9 ( a 2 )  5  y ,  give  xy  and  s  ( b 9 3 ) u  to  s 9 ( U 2 ) ,  and  u s  ( c 9 3 ) , uy  and
 s  ( c 9 3 ) x  to  s  ( U 3 ) .
 Next assume that  s  ( b 3 )  ¸  A 1  <  A 2  .  We can add  s  ( b 3 ) x  and  s  ( b 3 ) y  to  s  ( U 3 ) and
 replace  s  ( b 3 c 3 ) by  u s  ( c 3 ) ,  except when  s  ( c 3 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) .  In this case we put  s 9 ( a 2 )  5  y ,
 give to  s 9 ( U 2 ) the edges  xy  and  u s  ( c 3 ) ,  and give to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  uy  and  s  ( b 3 ) x ,
 unless we also have  s  ( c 9 3 )  5  s  ( b 1 ) ,  in which case we simply modify this construction by
 letting  s 9 ( a 2 )  5  x .
 (4 ,  1)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) and  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 as in (4 ,  0) . We have
 s  ( a 2 )  ?  s  ( a 3 )  and we may assume that  s  ( a 2 )  ?  s  ( b 3 ) .  The arguments of (3 ,  1) still
 hold .
 (5 ,  0)  We pack  U 1  , U 2 and  U 3  5  Sp  2 n 2 2 with its center as the double node . Let
 a 3 b 3 c 3 d 3  be the path ,  u 3 the e . n . of  b 3  ,  and  y  3 any e . n . of  a 3  .  There is no problem if
 s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A 1  <  A 2  .
 Suppose first that  t  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  s  ( a 1 )  ?  s  ( a 2 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x .  If  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( y  3 ) we
 keep in  s 9 ( U 3 ) the edge  t s  ( y  3 ) ,  add  xy , x s  ( c 3 ) and  x s  ( d 3 ) instead of  x s  ( y  3 ) ,  and erase
 the path  s  ( b 3 c 3 d 3 ) .  If  s  ( b 2 )  P  s  h b 3  ,  c 3  ,  d 3 j ,  we add to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  x s  ( u 3 ) and
 either the edge  x s  ( b 3 ) or  x s  ( c 3 ) .  If  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( u 3 ) ,  we erase  s  ( b 3 c 3 d 3 ) ,  add edges
 x s  ( c 3 )  and  x s  ( d 3 ) ,  and either  ty  or  s  ( u 3 ) y ,  depending on the location of  s  ( b 1 ) .
 Now , if we also have  s  ( a 2 )  5  t ,  the previous constructions will work , except for the
 last one when we have  s  ( b 2 )  5  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( u 3 ) .  In this case we keep in  s 9 ( U 3 ) the path
 s  ( y  3 ) t s  ( b 3 ) ,  add the edges  xy , x s  ( c 3 ) and  x s  ( d 3 ) and erase the path  s  ( b 3 c 3 d 3 ) .
 (5 ,  1)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) and  U 3  5  Sp 2 n 2 2 with the two centers  a 2 and  s 3
 as the double nodes , necessarily not coincident in the packing . There is no problem if
 the set  A 1  >  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j  is empty . If it contains only  s  ( a 3 ) we may use the arguments of
 (5 ,  0) . If it contains only  s  ( a 2 ) ,  say  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  u ,  we use construction A (note that
 in this case we also have  s  ( a 3 )  ?  y  ,  this property being true in all the future
 applications of this construction) .
 Finally , suppose that  u  5  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 ) .  We keep the above
 notation , and call  w  the location of some e . n . of  a 2  .  First suppose that  s  ( b 1 )  5  w .  We
 put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  give  xu  and  wy  to  s 9 ( U 1 ) ,  give to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  uy , u y   and  s  ( b 2 ) x
 instead of  s  ( b 2 ) y  ,  and rebuild  T 3  5  Sp
 2
 n  by letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y ,  giving to it the path  yx y  9 u
 and the edge  xw .  Next , suppose that  s  ( b 1 )  5  y  .  We put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  y ,  give to  s 9 ( U 1 ) the
 edges  u y   and  xy ,  give to  s  ( U 2 ) , ux  and  uy ,  and rebuild  T 3 by letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  giving
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 to it the path  x y  9 y s  ( b 2 ) with the edge  u y  9 .  Finally , suppose that  s  ( b 1 )  5  y  9 .  We put
 s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  give to  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edge  ux ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  uy , u y   and  s  ( b 2 ) x  instead of
 s  ( b 2 ) y  ,  and rebuild  T 3 by  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y ,  with the path  yx y  9 u  and the edge  xw .  h
 P ROPOSITION 6 .  The result of the pre y  ious proposition remains  y  alid for the family
 3 2 ( n )  5  3 9 2 ( n )  <  h Sp  1 n j .
 P ROOF .  We label the cases by ( i ,  j ) ,  where  i  denotes the number of  Sp  1 ’s and  j  the
 number of  S 1 (  p ,  2)’s involved in the triple .
 (1 ,  0)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  ,  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 ,  this last tree having its center  a 3 as the double
 node . There is still no problem if  s  ( a 3 )  ¸  A 1  <  A 2  ,  so suppose that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 ) .  Call
 a 3 c 3 d 3  and  a 3 c 9 3 d 9 3 the two paths of  U 3 and  u  the location of some e . n . of  a 3  .  We put
 s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x .
 First suppose that  s  ( b 2 )  5  u .  Note that with  a 3 is packed a leaf of  U 2  ,  an extremity of
 an edge , say  e  5  s  ( a 3 ) s  ( d 3 )  P  s  ( U 2 ) .  Now give to  s 9 ( U 3 ) the two paths  x s  ( c 3 ) s  ( a 3 )
 and  xyu ,  except if  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( b 2 ) .  In this case , replace  e  by  s  ( d 3 ) x  and give to  s  ( U 2 ) the
 edge  u s  ( a 3 ) ,  to  s 9 ( U 3 ) the two paths  x s  ( c 9 3 ) s  ( a 3 ) and  x s  ( c 3 ) s  ( d 3 ) ,  unless we have also
 s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( d 3 ) ,  in which case we slightly modify this construction by replacing  e  by the
 path  s  ( d 3 ) yx ,  and giving to  s 9 ( U 3 ) the path  x s  ( c 3 ) y  instead of the last one above .
 If  s  ( b 2 )  P  s  ( c 3  ,  d 3 j ,  we can give to  s  9 ( U 3 ) the path  x s  ( cf  9 3 ) s  ( a 3 ) and either
 x s  ( c 3 ) s  ( d 3 )  or  s  ( d 3 ) s  ( c 3 ) .
 (1 ,  1)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) and  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 ,  these two last trees having
 centers  a 2 and  a 3 as the double nodes , and the last center not being packed with either
 center of  U 2 .  There is no problem if the set  A 1  >  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j  is empty . If it contains only
 s  ( a 2 ) ,  we can use construction A , and if it contains only  s  ( a 3 ) ,  we give another
 construction , which will be again useful : we shall refer to it as  construction B .  Say
 s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  u ,  let  a 3 c 3 d 3 and  a 9 3 c 9 3 d 9 3 be the paths of  U 3  ,  and say  a 1 is e . n . of a vertex
 packed with  d 3 (and in  u  is packed from  U 2 an e . n . of a vertex packed with  d 9 3 ) .  Note
 that since  a 2 must be packed with two leaves , we have  s  ( a 2 )  ¸  s  h a 3  ,  c 3  ,  c 9 3  ,  d 3 j .  We put
 s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keep in  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edge  x s  ( d 3 ) ,  and give to  U 3 the edges  uy ,  u s  ( d 3 ) and
 s  ( c 3 ) x  instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 ) (see Figure 5) .
 Finally , suppose that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 ) .  We give to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges
 s  ( a 2 ) y  and  s  ( a 2 ) s  ( c 2 ) and replace the edge  s  ( b 2 c 2 ) by  s  ( b 2 ) x .  Suppose that
 s  ( a 3 )  5  s  ( u 2 ) :  we put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keeping  x s  ( a 2 ) in  s  9 ( U 1 ) ,  and then we rebuild  T 3 by
 letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y  and giving to it the two paths  y s  ( c 9 2 ) and  yx s  ( u 2 ) .  If  s  ( a 3 )  5  s  ( c 9 2 ) ,
 and then there is a path , say  s  ( c 9 2 ) s  ( u 2 ) s  ( b 2 ) ,  which belongs to  s  ( U 3 ) .  We put
 s 9 ( a 1 )  5  y ,  give to  s 9 ( U 1 ) the two edges  xy  and  s  ( c 9 2 ) s  ( a 2 ) ,  and rebuild  T 3 by letting
 s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  and giving to it the two paths  x s  ( c 9 2 ) y  and  x s  ( u 2 ) s  ( b 2 ) .
 (1 ,  2)  We can use the same argument as for the packing of two double stars with
 another general  Sp .
xv u
b
Edges of U1:
Edges of U2:
Edges of U3:
σ σ'
xv u
 F IGURE 5 .  Construction B .
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 (2 ,  0)  We pack  U 1 with  U 2  5  U 3  5  Sp 1 n 2 2 .  Call  acd  and  ac 9 d 9 the two paths of each  Sp .
 There is no problem if the set  A 1  >  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j  is empty . Suppose that it contains only
 s  ( a 2 ) ;  then we can use construction A .
 By symmetry , there remains the case in which  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 ) and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 ) .  If  a 3
 is packed with an e . n .  u 2 of  a 2  ,  we let  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keeping  x s  ( a 2 ) in  s 9 ( U 1 ) ,  give to
 s  ( U 2 )  the edges  s  ( a 2 ) y ,  s  ( a 2 ) s  ( d 2 ) and  s  ( c 2 ) x  instead of  s  ( c 2 d 2 ) ,  and then rebuild  T 3
 by letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  y ,  with the two paths  yx s  ( u 2 ) and  y s  ( d 9 2 ) s  ( a 2 ) .  If  s  ( a 3 )  5  s  ( d 9 2 ) ,  we
 put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  y ,  give to  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edges  xy  and  s  ( d 9 2 ) s  ( a 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  s  ( a 2 ) x
 and  s  ( a 2 ) y ,  and finally rebuld  T 3 by letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  with the two paths  x s  ( d 2 ) s  ( a 2 )
 and  x s  ( u 2 ) y .
 (2 ,  1)  We may use the same argument as in (1 ,  2) .
 (3 ,  0)  This case is solved by Theorem 6 .  h
 8 .  P ACKABLE T REES I NVOLVING A L ITTLE C OMET  S 0 n
 In this section we complete the proof of our theorem . In general , we use
 bi-extensions as in the previous section . In every case , we make the induction
 hypothesis that the theorem is proved up to order  n  2  1 (which is the case for  n  >  9) .
 Note that any tree of the family  3 9 2 ( n ) \ UP ( n ) is a bi-extension of some tree  ¸
 UP ( n  2  2)  except for the comet  S (4) n   which is a bi-extension of  S - n 2 2  .  So the only
 packable triple which comes by bi-extension from an unpackable one is ( S 0 n  ,  S
 1
 n ,  S
 (4)
 n  ) .  In
 order to cancel from our general study the obstruction coming from unpackability , we
 start with the previous triple . For  n  >  9 ,  we can use a packing into  K n 2 1 of the
 analogous triple of order  n  2  1 ,  with a center of each tree as node . The three nodes are
 packed on three distinct vertices except for  n  5  9 , T 2  5  S
 1
 9 (4 ,  3) ,  where  T 1 is a path . But
 in this case we have for the node of this tree possible choice between two symmetric
 vertices of degree 2 . They cannot be packed with  a 3 and at least one of them is not
 packed with  a 2  .  So , in every case , the extension of the packing is easy to do .
 Let us now study the other packable triples involving  S 0 n .  We will label the cases by
 ( i ,  j ,  k ) ,  where  i  is the number of  S 0 n  , j  is the number of  Sp
 1
 n ,  and  k  is the number of
 S 1 n (  p ,  2)  occurring in the triple . We do not consider the cases (1 ,  0 ,  2) and (2 ,  0 ,  1)
 which consist of unpackable triples . We keep the notation of the previous section .
 (1 ,  0 ,  0)  We pack  U 1 and  U 2 and  U 3  5  S 0 n 2 2 into  K n 2 2 with a double node  a 3 at the
 center of the last tree . We call the tail of this comet  a 3 c 3 d 3 e 3  .  We distinguish the
 subcases according to the number of coincidences between the nodes of  U 1 and  U 2  .  The
 ‘worst’ case is  A 1  5  A 2  ,  in which case let  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  u  and  s  ( b 1 )  5
 s  ( b 2 )  5  y  .  We may also assume that the edge  u y   is in  E 1 , 2 ; otherwise with an edge
 uw  P  s  ( U 3 )  we could rebuild  T 3 by letting  s 9 ( a 3 )  5  x ,  and giving to it the path  xwu y  .
 We suppose that  a 1 is e . n . of a vertex packed with  d 3  ,  and  a 2 is that of a vertex packed
 with  e 3  .
 If  y  5  s  ( e 3 ) we put  a 9 ( a 1 )  5  s 9 ( d 2 )  5  x ,  s 9 ( a 2 )  5  s  ( d 3 ) ,  keep in  s  9 ( U 1 ) the edge  ux ,
 give to  s 9 ( U 2 ) the edge  u y  ,  to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  uy  and the path  s  ( c 3 ) x y   instead of
 s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 If  y  5  s  ( d 3 ) we put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  s 9 ( c 2 )  5  x ,  s  9 ( a 2 )  5  y ,  keep in  s 9 ( U 1 ) the edge  ux ,  in
 s 9 ( U 2 )  the edge  uy ,  and give to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  u y  , u s  ( e 3 ) and the path  s  ( c 3 ) xy
 instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 (1 ,  1 ,  0)  We can pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  Sp  1 n 2 2 , U 3  5  S 0 n 2 2 into  K n 2 2  ,  these two last trees
 having their centers  a 2 and  a 3 as double nodes , not packed together . As usual , there is
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 F IGURE 6 .  Construction C .
 no problem if  A 1  >  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j  is empty . If it contains only  s  ( a 2 ) we can use construction
 B . Now suppose that it contains only  s  ( a 3 )  5  u .  We do a similar construction to which
 we will refer to as  construction C  (see Figure 6) . As above , let  a 3 c 3 d 3 e 3 be the tail of
 the comet , and first assume that  a 1 is e . n . of a vertex packed with  e 3  ,  implying
 s  ( a 2 )  ?  s  ( e 3 ) .  We put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keep  ux  in  s  9 ( U 1 ) ,  and give to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges
 s  ( a 3 ) y ,  s  ( a 3 ) s  ( e 3 ) and  s  ( d 3 ) x  instead of  s  ( d 3 e 3 ) (this part of the construction is
 referred to as ( s  1  ,  s 9 1 ) in Figure 6) .
 Assume , on the contrary , that  s  ( a 1 ) s  ( d 3 )  P  s  ( U 1 ) .  Then put  s 9 ( a 1 )  5  x ,  keep  ux  in
 s 9 ( U 1 )  and give to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  u s  ( d 3 ) .  If  s  ( a 2 )  ?  s  ( e 3 ) ,  simply give to  s  ( U 3 ) the
 edges  s  ( e 3 ) x  and  uy  and replace  s  ( c 3 d 3 ) by  u s  ( d 3 ) .  This is referred to as ( s  2  ,  s  9 2 ) in
 Figure 6 .
 The subcase  s  ( a 2 )  5  s  ( e 3 ) needs a special construction depending on the type of  U 2  ,
 so we exclude it from construction C . In this case ,  s  ( d 3 ) is the location of the
 extremity , say  d 2  ,  of one path  a 2 c 2 d 2 of the  Sp  1 .  So we can give to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges
 s  ( a 2 ) x ,  s  ( d 3 e 3 ) and the path  s  ( a 2 ) yu  instead of the edges  s  ( c 2 d 2 ) and  u s  ( e 3 ) .  At last ,
 we give this latter edge to  s  ( U 3 ) ,  together with the path  s  ( c 3 ) xy  instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 Finally , suppose that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  u  and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  y  .  We may assume that
 a 1  is e . n . of a vertex packed with  d 2  .  First suppose that  y   is the location of an e . n . of  a 2 ;
 then we have  u  5  s  ( e 3 ) ,  s  ( d 3 )  5  s  ( d 9 2 ) and  y  s  ( d 9 2 )  P  s  ( U 1 ) .  Call  w  the common
 location of some e . n . of  a 2 with one of  a 3  .  We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths  s  ( d 2 ) xu  and
 y  y s  ( d 9 2 )  instead of the two edges  u s  ( d 2 ) and  y  s  ( y  9 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the paths  u s  ( d 9 2 ) x  and
 u s  ( d 2 ) y  instead of the edges  s  ( c 2 d 2 ) and  s  ( c 9 2 d 9 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  y  x  and  y  s  ( d 9 2 )
 and the path  wyu  instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 Next suppose  y  5  s  ( d 9 2 ) , b 1 is still an e . n ., its neighbor being packed on a vertex
 y  9  P  K n 2 2 \ h u ,  y  9 ,  s  ( d 9 2 ) j .  Let  w  be as above . Note that  y  9 s  ( c 9 2 ) is the edges  s  ( d 3 e 3 ) .
 We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths  s  ( d 2 ) xu  and  y  9 y y   instead of the edges  s  ( d 2 ) u  and  y y  9 ,  to
 s  ( U 2 )  the path  uyx  and the edge  s  ( d 2 ) u  instead of  s  ( c 2 d 2 ) ,  and to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  y y  9
 and  y  x  and the path  wy s  ( c 9 2 ) instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 (1 ,  0 ,  1)  Here we may assume that the triple  U 1  , U 2  5  S 1 n 2 2 (  p  2  2 ,  2) , u 3  5  S 0 n 2 2 is
 packable , the two last trees having their greater centers  a 2 and  a 3 as double nodes .
 There is no problem if  A 1  >  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j  is empty : if it contains only  s  ( a 2 ) we can use
 construction B , and if it contains only  s  ( a 3 ) ,  in the general subcases , construction C .
 The special subcase is quite analogous .
 Finally , suppose that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  u  and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  y  .  First assume that  y   is
 the location of an e . n . of  a 2  .  Then  s  ( e 3 )  5  u ; with one e . n .  c 2 of the smaller center  b 2
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 of  U 2 is packed a vertex of  U 1 of which  a 1 is e . n ., and with the other  c 9 2 is packed  d 3  ,
 together with the vertex of which  b 1 is e . n . We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths  ux s  ( c 2 ) and
 y  y s  ( c 9 2 )  instead of the edges  u s  ( c 2 ) and  y  s  ( c 9 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  u s  ( c 2 ) , u s  ( c 9 2 ) , ux
 and  s  ( b 2 ) y  instead of  s  ( b 2 c 2 ) ; and finally to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  y s  ( c 9 2 ) and the path  y  yxu
 instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 Otherwise , we have  y  5  s  ( c 9 2 ) , b 1 being e . n . of a vertex packed in  w  with an e . n . of
 a 2  ,  and therefore the edge  w s  ( b 2 ) is  s  ( d 3 e 3 ) .  We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths  ux s  ( c 2 ) and
 wy y   instead of the edges  u s  ( c 2 ) and  y  w ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  u s  ( c 2 ) , uy  and  s  ( b 2 ) x
 instead of  s  ( b 2 c 2 ) ,  and to  s  ( U 3 ) the edge  y  w  and the path  y  xy s  ( b 2 ) instead of
 s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 (1 ,  2 ,  0) or (1 ,  1 ,  1) or (2 ,  1 ,  0)  We can use the same argument as in the previous
 section in the analogous cases .
 (2 ,  0 ,  0)  We pack  U 1  ,  U 2  5  U 3  5  S 0 n 2 2  .  There is no problem if the nodes are packed on
 distinct vertices , and if  A 1 contains only one vertex of  s  h a 2  ,  a 3 j ,  say the second one , we
 can in general subcases , use , construction C . The special subcase is easy and left to the
 reader .
 Now we may assume that  s  ( a 1 )  5  s  ( a 2 )  5  u  and  s  ( b 1 )  5  s  ( a 3 )  5  y  .  We distinguish
 several cases . First suppose that  a 1 is e . n . of a vertex packed on  s  ( d 2 ) .  If  y   is the
 location of an e . n . of  a 2  ,  then  s  ( e 3 )  5  u ,  s  ( d 3 )  5  s  ( e 2 ) and  b 1 is e . n . of a vertex packed
 on  s  ( e ) .  Let  w  be the common location of some e . n . of  a 2 and one of  a 3  .  We give to
 s  ( U 1 )  the paths  ux s  ( d 2 ) and  y  y s  ( e 2 ) instead of  u s  ( d 2 ) and  y  s  ( e 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edge
 u s  ( e 2 ) ,  the path  u s  ( d 2 ) yx  instead of  s  ( c 2 d 2 e 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 3 ) the eges  y  x  and  y  s  ( e 2 ) ,  and
 the path  wyu  instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .  Otherwise ,  y  5  s  ( e 2 ) , b 1 being e . n . of a vertex
 packed on  y  9  P  K n 2 2 \ h u ,  y  ,  s  ( d 2 ) j ,  with  y  9 s  ( d 2 )  5  s  ( d 3 e 3 ) .  We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths
 ux s  ( d 2 )  and  y  9 y y   instead of the edges  u s  ( d 2 ) and  y y  9 ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  u s  ( d 2 ) and
 u y   and the path  s  ( c 2 ) xy  instead of  s  ( c 2 d 2 e 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  y y  9 and  y  x  and the
 path  y s  ( d 2 ) yu  instead of the path  s  ( c 2 d 3 e 3 ) .
 Finally , suppose that  u s  ( e 2 )  P  s  ( U 1 ) ; then  y   is the location of an e . n . of  a 2  , b 1 is e . n .
 of a vertex packed on  s  ( d 2 ) ,  s  ( e 3 )  5  u  and  s  ( d 3 )  5  s  ( d 2 ) .  We give to  s  ( U 1 ) the paths
 ux s  ( e 2 )  and  y  y s  ( d 2 ) instead of  u s  ( e 2 ) and  y s  ( d 2 ) ,  to  s  ( U 2 ) the edges  u s  ( d 2 ) and
 u s  ( e 2 )  and the path  s  ( c 2 ) xy  instead of  s  ( c 2 d 2 e 2 ) ,  and to  s  ( U 3 ) the edges  y  x  and
 y s  ( d 2 ) ,  and the path  s  ( e 2 ) yu  instead of  s  ( c 3 d 3 e 3 ) .
 (3 ,  0 ,  0)  This last case is solved in Theorem 6 .  h
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